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Abstract. We propose an advanced visual hull technique to compensate for outliers using the reliabilities of silhouettes. The proposed method consists of a
foreground extraction technique with multiple thresholds based on the Generalized Gaussian Family model and a compensated visual hull algorithm. We
proved that the proposed technique constructs a compact visual hull even in the
presence of segmentation errors and occlusions. The 3D reconstruction and rendering processes are implemented on a graphics processing unit to greatly accelerate computation time.
Keywords: Virtualized Reality, Visual hull, Free-view rendering, GPGPU.

1 Introduction
A visual hull (VH) method is the most common way of converting silhouette contours
into a 3D model. Since Kanade et al. proposed “Virtualized Reality” as a new visual
medium for manipulating and rendering prerecorded scenes [1], many computer vision-based 3D imaging systems have been developed around the VH approach [2-5].
However, these systems have the following limitations for use in real environments.
First, most VH methods assume perfect silhouette information of objects in advance or use simple background subtraction techniques in restricted environments
such as blue screen or simple-colored backgrounds [2][3]. Grauman et al. proposed a
Bayesian approach to compensate for modeling errors from false segmentation
[6]. This approach reconstructs good error-compensated models from erroneous silhouette information, but it needs prior knowledge about the objects and ground-truth
training data.
Second, most previous methods assume that the modeling space is free of occlusion. Therefore, if the model is occluded by any background object in a certain view,
conventional methods will produce an incomplete model. Guan et al. pointed out this
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problem and suggested making occlusion masks by observing boundaries of a moving
object [7]. This method produces tight and correct visual hulls in the presence of partial occlusion, but it needs long observation of the correct boundaries of objects to
make occlusion masks.
Third, computational complexity is one of the biggest problems of VH methods
because they have to back project each 3D point to all silhouette images. Matsuyama
et al. and Ueda et al. used PC clusters for real-time modeling and rendering, but doing
so drastically increases the system costs [3][8]. Li et al. used hardware acceleration
for visual hull rendering [9].
The goal of our research is to develop a practical 3D imaging system that can be
used in daily life. This paper has three main contributions for constructing a visual
hull in real environments. First, we propose a foreground segmentation technique with
multiple thresholds based on a Generalized Gaussian Family (GGF) distribution
model that is more flexible across a variety of environments. Second, we propose a
compensated visual hull (CVH) technique to reconstruct a 3D voxel model in the
presence of segmentation errors and partial occlusion. Finally, we realize visual hull
reconstruction and free-view rendering algorithms on the graphics processing unit
(GPU) so that it works in near-realtime on a common PC.

2 Foreground Segmentation
Background subtraction techniques are among the most common approaches for extracting foreground objects from video sequences because they work very quickly and
distinguish semantic object regions from static backgrounds. The Gaussian mixture
model, which is the most representative approach [10], has been widely incorporated
with Bayesian frameworks [11], color and gradient information [12], and mean-shift
analysis [13]. However, these approaches require high computational complexity and
have a trade-off in learning rates.
2.1 Background Model
In this section, we propose to model the background using a GGF model of distributions in a Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) domain to cope with problems from various
changes in the background and shadows. Pixel variation in a static scene over time is
modeled with GGF distribution, defined as:
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where Г( • ) is a gamma function, μ is a mean, and σ2 is a variance of the distribution.
In Eq. (1), ρ=2 represents a Gaussian distribution while ρ=1 represents a Laplace
distribution. In the proposed method, we restrict the GGF model to Laplace and Gaussian for simplicity. The models for each pixel in the background are decided by calculating excess kurtosis g2 of the first m frames. Excess kurtosis measures whether the
data are peaked or flat relative to a normal distribution and calculated using Eq. (2),
where n is the number of samples. The excess kurtosises of Gaussian and Laplace
distributions are 0 and 3, respectively:
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The optimized parameters of the background models can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood of the observed data [14]. The models are updated by the selective
running average in the background subtraction process [15].
2.2 Foreground Extraction
Based on the constructed background models, the silhouettes of foreground objects
are extracted from video sequences. Each pixel of the segmented regions is expressed
with two bits: the first bit indicates the group of the pixel (background/foreground),
and the second bit represents the intra-reliability (suspicious/reliable) of the segmentation result.
First, initial region classification is performed by subtracting the intensity components of the current frame from the background model. We classify the initial object
region into four categories using three thresholds Ki×b(p) (i=1, 2, 3) based on background subtraction BD, as in Eq. (3). LI and LB indicate the intensity components of
pixel p in the current frame and the background model, respectively, and b is a scale
parameter of the background model:
BD( p) = LI ( p) − LB ( p)
⎧ BD( p ) < K 1b( p )
⎪ K b( p ) ≤ BD( p ) ≤ K b( p )
⎪ 1
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⇒ Reliable Background (10)
⇒ Suspicious Background (00)

(3)

⇒ Suspicious Foreground (01)
⇒ Reliable Foreground (11)

Thresholds K1 ~ K3 used in Eq. (3) are determined by training data with the following condition, where β was empirically set to 3 because false positive errors are generally more critical than false negative errors in foreground extraction:
⎛ β × False Positive Error ⎞
⎟
( K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) = arg min ⎜⎜
+ False Negative Error ⎟⎠
K1 , K 2 , K 3 ⎝

(4)

Second, we eliminate the shadows from the initial object with a color component
because shadow changes the color property of the background much less than intensity. The system applies Eq. (3) to the hue component in a similar manner with single
parameter K4 and refines the suspicious foreground regions. The absolute of difference in Eq. (3) should be an angle distance due to the angular nature of the hue component. The eliminated regions are changed to Suspicious background regions.
Finally, the final silhouette is extracted using a silhouette extraction technique [16]
to smooth the foreground boundaries and eliminate holes inside the regions. Newly
covered background regions by silhouette extraction are changed to Suspicious foreground regions. Figure 1 shows the results of silhouette extraction in each step.
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(a) Original image

(b) Initial regions

(c) Shadow elimination

(d) Final result

Fig. 1. 3D reconstruction with outliers. The black, dark gray, light gray and white regions
indicate Reliable background, Suspicious background, Suspicious foreground and Reliable
foreground, respectively.

3 3D reconstruction and Rendering
3.1 Compensated Visual Hull
We carve a 3D space by projecting silhouettes from each view into the space using
projection matrixes obtained by camera calibration.
For example, assume that Sp is a subset of silhouette images Sn and mp is a projected point of 3D point M(X,Y,Z) on Sp by projection matrix Pp. If the 3D position of
M is inside the 3D object, M must be projected onto the foreground regions of all
silhouette images Sp. Therefore, if any single projected point is located in the background region in images Sp, voxel M is carved from the 3D shape model. As a result,
we can estimate the entire 3D object’s shape by examining every possible position of
voxels M(X,Y,Z).
However, a conventional VH method has a serious limitation when used in a real
environment because this technique is too sensitive against segmentation errors and
partial occlusion, as pointed out in Section 1. Therefore, we propose a CVH algorithm
that reduces the effect of outliers based on silhouette reliability. The key concept of
the CVH algorithm is that we have to consider both intra- and inter-reliabilities of the
silhouettes that represent segmentation reliability itself and the reliability from the
relationship to the other silhouettes. In the CVH process, a single segmentation error
classified into the background with low intra-reliability can damage the visual hull,
neglecting all correct information in other images. On the other hand, an occluder in
front of the target object at the view of a certain camera has a high possibility to be a
Reliable background region because it is unaffected by the foreground object. However, we must exercise caution when determining if it is a partial occluder or a real
hole in the space. Therefore, we establish a set of rules to distinguish outliers in silhouette masks.
• if (mp==00 && first bit (all other mn(n≠p))==1)
then mp=10
//Segmentation error
• if ( mp==01 && mp-1==11 && mp+1==11)
then mp=10
//Occluded region

(5)

If the projected point of a voxel in the silhouette is judged as a segmentation error or
a partially occluded point, the point is excluded in computing the visual hull. Guan et al.
proved that the constructed visual hull after discarding outliers still satisfies the constraint of conservation of the visual hull [7]. The proposed CVH is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. 3D reconstruction with outliers

3.2 Texture Mapping and Rendering
Fundamentally, a voxel-based structure is not a good approximation for the object
surface because the orientations of the faces suffer from severe quantization since
they are strictly aligned with the coordinate axes. Another popular approach is to
generate a mesh model using the marching cubes algorithm [17]. Lookup tables and
vertex interpolation allow appropriate polygons to be generated quickly for each cube.
The resulting mesh is more detailed, but has a very high polygon count and requires
high computational load to optimize the mesh structures.
A microfacet billboarding technique is employed to solve this problem [18]. Microfacet is defined as “a slice which intersects the center of the voxel and is vertical to the
viewing direction.” Thus, as the virtual camera is rotated around the model, the normals
of each rendered microfacet are adjusted to be parallel to the virtual camera's view vector. Each polygon generated is sized to match the size of the voxel it represents. The
second reason that we employ microfacet billboarding is that it is very suitable for GPU
characteristics. We do not need to calculate the normal vectors of facets against a virtual
camera because the geometry shader works in a camera coordinate.

4 GPU-Based Optimization
A number of computer vision techniques already exploit general-purpose GPU
(GPGPU) techniques to perform their computations [19]. Recently, the emergence of
geometry shaders and shader model 4.0 has added a new level of power and flexibility
of which most GPGPU techniques have not yet taken advantage. In this section we
present a method that accelerates the process of reconstructing and rendering a visual
hull using the latest features of widely available consumer-level graphics hardware.
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(a) camera selection - vertex shader

(b) microfacet billboarding - geometry shader

Algorithm 1. Pseudocodes for GPU-based optimization

4.1 Shader-Based Visual Hull Reconstruction
Visual hull reconstruction is implemented using a single fragment shader. Results are
rendered directly to a three-dimensional texture using a framebuffer object (FBO) one
layer at a time. Each layer is rendered such that the fragment shader is run once per texel.
Our implementation uses two textures: one to store the silhouette images as inputs
and another to store the reconstructed 3D voxel model. For each frame, the silhouette
images are loaded into a three-dimensional texture in video memory as a “stack” of
two-dimensional images. Then we use a fragment shader to perform the reconstruction algorithm for each voxel in the three-dimensional output texture. However, modern hardware is currently only capable of rendering two-dimensional images. As such,
we divide the voxel space into two-dimensional “slices” of data and render them one
at a time. The output texture is specifically sized to ensure that the fragment shader is
run once for each voxel. That is, each pixel that comes from the fragment shader
represents a single voxel of data.
4.2 Final Rendering
To implement microfacet billboarding, our system primarily relies on the geometry
shader because it operates in a camera space. This means that the microfacet vertices
are trivial to compute, since the process involves the addition of fixed offsets in the x
and y directions. This ensures that the resulting polygon will always directly face the
camera. The center of the microfacet is calculated by projecting the position of the
voxel onto the camera's image plane. From this position, four vertices are created
adding fixed offsets in the x and y directions.
To render the final image, the correct camera must be selected for texturing. First,
the vertex shader selects the three best cameras for texturing each voxel. The geometry shader then checks for occlusions and renders the voxel as a microfacet. In occlusion handling, Bresenham’s line algorithm is a common way to check if a voxel is
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occluded by other ones against a camera. However, this algorithm is not efficient to
be run in GPU because it is a serial process to track a path to a target. Therefore, we
use depth textures to handle occlusion in texturing camera selection. Depth textures
are generated by rendering all space-occupying voxels as microfacets from the perspective of a given camera. We set each microfacet's color equivalent to its distance
from the camera. Thus, the final texture will contain the distance to the closest microfacet at each texel.
The vertex shader begins by checking the voxel texture to ensure that the voxel
needs to be rendered. If it does, the voxel's position in the global coordinate system is
calculated. Then, the vertex shader sorts the list of cameras and picks the best three
cameras by calculating the angle distances to neighboring cameras.
The geometry shader then receives this list of cameras along with the voxel information and calculates the distance between the vertex and the cameras in the order.
The shader continues execution with the other selected cameras until the first one is
found that is not occluded. Finally, the selected camera's image is used to texture the
microfacet. These vertex and geometry shaders are outlined by the pseudocodes in
Algorithms 1.

5 Experimental Results
We implemented an entire system using PCs and eight calibrated IEEE 1394 cameras.
The size of the capturing space was about 5.5m×5.5m×2.5m, and all cameras were set
on the wall to surround the space. Each camera provides 1024×768 RGB video stream
with 30 frames/sec. Pentium D 3.4 GHz PCs with 2.0 GB of main memory were used
to capture the synchronized video streams from cameras and to extract the silhouette
of objects. The silhouette masks and texture information are sent via UDP to the modeling PC that features an Intel Core 2 processor running at 2.40 GHz with 2.0 GB of
main system memory and a NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS video card with 660 MB of
video memory.
5.1 Silhouette Extraction
First, we evaluated the performance of the proposed foreground extraction algorithm.
We randomly selected 72 frames from six different scenes captured in a normal environment and created ground-truth segmentation masks by manual segmentation. Then
we compared the results with Gaussian-based and KDE-based algorithms [15]. We
compared the results by calculating the percentage of erroneous pixels against real
foreground pixels. In the experiment, the average error rates of the proposed algorithm showed less than 30% which is 5~10% lower than conventional methods. The
proposed method works in around 6~7 frames/sec. Considering image resolution, the
processing speed is quite high.
5.2 Compensated Visual Hull
In this experiment, we tested the proposed algorithm in an environment where several
partial occluders exist. In Fig. 3, a foreground model is partially occluded by a table, a
rack, or a whiteboard in certain views so that the legs of the model were cut off in the
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results generated from a conventional method. In the first test set, the result was even
affected by segmentation errors. However, the CVH method constructed more natural
models by compensating for the outliers, as seen in Fig. 3(c). In the second test set,
the legs are not restored perfectly because their lower part is occluded by two different occluders. We restricted the maximum number of partial occluders to one per
voxel in our system because the voxels recovered from more than two occluders may
become too coarse due to a lack of information; moreover it roughens the other part of
the visual hull and increases computational complexity.

(a) Captured videos

(b) VH (c) CVH

Fig. 3. 3D reconstruction with outliers

Fig. 4. Snapshots of generated free-viewpoint videos

Figure 4 shows snapshots of the free-viewpoint videos rendered from the visual
hulls. Natural scenes from any point of view can be rendered from the proposed algorithm. Video clips displaying the results can be downloaded from the following
addresses.
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・Nurses: http://www.3dkim.com/research/CR/Nurse.wmv
・Karate: http://www.3dkim.com/research/CR/Karate2-DR.wmv
・Ballet: http://www.3dkim.com/research/CR/Ballet-DR.wmv
5.3 Run-Time Analysis

Rendering

We tested 300 frames of multiple video sets and computed the average processing
time for a single frame of data to make one full 3D voxel model and render the scene.
Table 1 shows the computation time of the CPU and GPU versions of visual hull
reconstruction and rendering. There are two main reasons for the differences in data
flow. First, the CPU version of the microfacet billboarding algorithm must compress
the voxel array to a list of the positions of only the surface voxels. By contrast, the
GPU avoids this step because it can skip over empty voxels by terminating the
shader's code early. Second, occlusion handling in camera selection differs between
the CPU and GPU versions. The CPU version uses a three-dimensional Bresenham's
line algorithm that requires no precomputation, while the GPU version uses precomputed depth textures to minimize texture accesses.
Step
Modeling
Voxel compression
Depth texture
Rendering
Sub tot.
Total

CPU
23147.68
0.08
666.42
666.50
23814.2

GPU
179.77
0.89
0.77
1.66
181.43

Improvement
129x
861.34x
401.07x
131.26x

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a practical method to construct the visual hull from multiple
videos in a real environment. The main idea of the proposed method couples reconstructing 3D models with foreground extraction to compensate for outliers from defective
segmentation and occlusions that frequently occur in real scenes. We proved that the
proposed technique constructs a compact visual hull even in the presence of segmentation errors and partial occlusions. The visual hull construction and rendering processes
were realized on GPU so that the computation time was drastically accelerated.
Currently, image segmentation is performed on the CPU and takes a significant
amount of computation time because the process also needs idle time to gather the complete information necessary to make 3D models from all camera clients. Realizing segmentation method on graphics hardware can be a solution. Additionally, blending of
multiple camera images to produce the texture for each microfacet might create seamless transitions. Overcoming these limitations will be a useful topic for further research.
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